came into collision with him, and those who saw him at a distance . . . would be likely to do him injustice."2 Indeed, even after the revisions of Unitarian historiography forged in the past couple of decades, Norton's most renowned "collision" is still viewed pretty much as Perry Miller wryly characterized it in 1961: with Emerson "the purest of white" and Norton "as black as the pit."3 Neither man profits from the reduction, of course, though Norton's suffering has been greater. As the rich context of his opposition to transcendentalism will reveal, he was-like the transcendental controversy itself-at once more consistently principled and more richly human than has been supposed.
Norton's personality may be partly to blame for the ease with which he has been caricatured. His reputation as "Pope Andrews" (Theodore Parker's label) grew during the twenty years before Emerson's inflammatory Divinity School Address in 1838. Appointed Dexter Professor of Sacred Literature at Harvard in 1819, Norton was a powerful influence on those Emerson would call "young men . . . with knives in their brains." Although Norton earned the respect of some students and colleagues, those who knew him best often found him aloof and inflexible. James Walker, Alford Professor and later president at Harvard, recalled that while not unkind, "his nature was the opposite to genial, understanding that word to mean a readiness to take up and sympathize with, and, in this way, to enter into and comprehend, a great variety of characters and convictions." Imperious, self-assured, daunting in his command of biblical scholarship, Norton passed quickly into college folklore. When he entered heaven, so one student joke had it, he would surely sniff, "It is a very miscellaneous crowd."4 Norton resigned his professorship in 1830 to devote his energies to the book he embraced as his life's work, Evidences of the Genuineness of the Gospels (3 volumes, 1837-44). More important for his reputation, though, were Norton's polemics during the transcendental controversy of the late 1830s, which began with a localized debate over the need to validate Christianity with the evidence of miracles but escalated into a larger discussion of the "new views" of transcendentalism: intuition, the primacy of the self, and the insufficiency of social and religious institutions. In 1836 Norton took his former student Ripley to task in the Boston Daily Advertiser (5 November 1836) for writing irresponsibly about biblical miracles in a recent number of the Christian Examiner. Two years later, following Emerson's Divinity School Address, Norton turned again to the Advertiser to castigate "the new school in literature and religion" for its "most extraordinary assumption, united with great ignorance, and incapacity for reasoning" (27 August 1838). Norton widened his attack with A Discourse on the Latest Form of Infidelity, delivered to the alumni of the divinity school at Cambridge in July 1839. Emerson, we know, remained apart from the "storm in our washbowl," as he called it in a letter to Thomas Carlyle.5 But Ripley, who had probably been spoiling for a fight for three years, answered with "The Latest Form of Infidelity" Examined (1839)-and the pamphlet war was on, a series of thrusts and parries that eventu- Even this brief sketch of the external moment on which Norton's reputation rests reveals some curious questions. How did Norton land at the forefront of public Unitarian opposition to transcendentalism? So thoroughly did he seem to represent the views of more conservative Unitarians that another of his students, James Freeman Clarke, called their position "Nortonism"; yet Norton seems an unlikely combatant, a cerebral academic "withdrawn from the stir and rush of the great world."6 It also seems odd that he would turn to the newspapers, when Unitarian periodicals like the Christian Register and the Christian Examiner were available for theological discussion. Finally, though, what most requires explanation is the vigor and emotionalism of Norton's reaction in the late 1830s to challenges to the historicity of miracles at least as old as the writings of Spinoza in the seventeenth century and Hume in the eighteenth. Perry Miller speculates that Norton must have been "inspired by nothing less than pure rage."7 If so (to paraphrase Emerson on Whitman) the rage must have had a long foreground somewhere, and it is there that we find the pattern of response to anarchy and authority that dissolves the blackand-white distinction between Norton and Emerson into historically more accurate shades of gray.
I
As Ronald Story makes clear in The Forging of an Aristocracy, the early decades of the nineteenth century brought traumatic changes to Harvard: secularization of the curriculum, a broadening of constituencies, and the growing influ- ence of a culturally and financially elite class.8 In the face of these challenges, the proper exercise of authority over education became increasingly urgent. Norton found himself embroiled in a decade-long struggle for faculty control that would resurface in the 1830s to shape his response to the transcendentalists. Harvard's governance system in the early nineteenth century was, as one modern historian puts it, a "masterpiece of complexity" almost guaranteed to cause friction among students, faculty, and administration.9 As specified in the charters of 1642 and 1650, the college had two formal governing bodies: the seven fellows of the Harvard Corporation, usually alumni but not necessarily educators, who exercised jurisdiction over finances, hiring of faculty, and other specific areas of administration; and the Board of Overseers, a much larger body, which ratified the decisions of the corporation and established broad university policies. The fellows chose their own successors and included, by custom, at least one resident instructor; the overseers included the president of the college, the governor and lieutenant governor of Massachusetts, members of the state senate, and six ministers from the greater Cambridge area. Faculty members, charged with the "immediate governance" of curricula and students, were accountable to the professional men of the corporation-a situation that had caused discomfort since the seventeenth century.
This pattern of authority was already shifting during the decade or so prior to Norton's appointment as Dexter Professor in 1819. Since 1806, the corporation's membership had included no resident instructors, and in 1811, the corpora- tion began giving the president of the college sweeping new authority over curricula, student conduct, and general government of the institution, "consulting as he shall find occasion with the instructors." Presidents John T. Kirkland, who served from 1810 to 1828, and Josiah Quincy, 1829 to 1845, took full advantage of those expanded powers. By 1815 the membership of the board of overseers had grown to include fifteen laymen and fifteen ministers, a broadening designed to increase public control over an institution still supported by public funds.
While the governing structure was complicated for the college generally, it was even more so for the divinity school. By 1819 a distinct administrative unit within the college, the "Theological Institution at Cambridge," was subject not only to the president, the corporation, and the overseers but also to the Society for the Promotion of Theological Education, a fund-raising group that exercised increasing sway over the conduct of the school.
If there is a constant in all these developments, it is the steady erosion of faculty control. And indeed this is the issue that caused Norton's first major breach with Harvard. His displeasure had been building for some time. In 1819 his Unitarian liberalism had been a liability in his efforts to secure the Dexter Professorship. Years later, he complained that his salary was less than two-thirds what other professors earned, "and it remained without any addition during the eleven years I held the place." In 1823 he was offered a Doctor of Divinity degree by the corporation-and pointedly refused it, protesting obliquely that "the association with it, and the sort of character which it is supposed to imply, are such, as I was rather desirous of avoiding."'0 Then, in the months stretching across 1823 to 1825, three concurrent developments at Harvard seemed to crystallize Norton's dissa- tisfaction and direct it toward the issue of faculty governance: the student riots of 1823, changes in the divinity school's administration, and a challenge to the membership of the corporation. Student riots at Harvard had always been "savage little affairs," Bernard Bailyn notes, "explosions of pent-up adolescent energies against the tightly paternalistic, and increasingly paternalistic, system," but the rioting in May 1823 was unprecedented even by these standards. Prompted by a rivalry between two students to deliver the Commencement Day speech, the conflict quickly escalated as the ceremonies were disrupted and one student was tossed down the steps of University Hall; eventually thirty-seven seniors, over half the graduating class, were expelled. Coming as it did when the state's ten-year appropriation to Harvard was up for renewal, the riot of 1823 raised again the embarrassing question of who was in charge at the college." In July, a seven-man committee headed by Judge Joseph Story was appointed by the overseers to "inquire into the state of the University." Their report, presented in May 1824, recommended substantial changes in governance and in disciplining students, among them: (1) "complete visitational authority"-in other words, supervisory powers-for the president, along with the right unilaterally to veto any faculty decision; (2) the division of faculty into academic departments; and (3) nightly inspection of each student's room, to be conducted by the tutors.
Worried that the Story committee's recommendations would only "aggravate the present evils" at Harvard, Andrews Norton quickly produced a pamphlet of "Remarks" opposing the report. When the overseers finally acted upon the issues in June 1825, Norton must have viewed the results with a mixture of satisfaction and dismay. As he had hoped, the president's powers were unchanged: no right to veto faculty decisions, no "visitational authority" over the instruc- tors. But the "Immediate Government"-now to be called the "Faculty of the University"-remained as powerless as before. 12 Meanwhile, additional challenges to faculty authority were brewing in the divinity school. According to Conrad Wright, the corporation had begun to find the school something of a burden. In May 1824, in an attempt to clarify the lines of authority, the Society for the Promotion of Theological Education (with the corporation's blessing) adopted a new constitution that created a board of directors charged with "general oversight and Superintendence of the Institution." Under the revised system, the divinity school faculty would answer to the directors, who in turn answered to the society, the corporation, and the overseers. As Wright puts it, "the opportunities for friction and dispute were unlimited," particularly regarding the prerogatives of the faculty, who found themselves insulated from decisions by yet another layer of bureaucracy.13 Also affecting issues of governance was the death in June 1823 of the Hon. John Phillips, which left a vacancy in the corporation and raised anew faculty demands that the position be filled with one of their own. In April 1824 Norton and Edward Everett, on behalf of eleven resident instructors, brought before the corporation a proposal to give control of the university to the faculty. In essence, they argued that the term "fellows" as used in the original charters derived its meaning from its application at English universities, where "fellows" referred to resident instructors. Therefore, the corporation ought rightly to be composed only of teaching faculty. Surprisingly, a number of Harvard professors (including Norton's brother-in-law, George Ticknor) opposed the change, on the grounds that instructors were unsuited to manage the increasingly complex financial and administrative affairs of the college. replace Phillips, the overseers accepted the recommendation, and the case was closed.14 Twice in the same year, Norton's attempts to expand faculty control had failed.
Norton had the satisfaction of seeing his concerns about faculty authority realized, at least at the divinity school, for the "grossly defective organizational structure" caused increased difficulties for the rest of the decade between the corporation and the society's board of directors. At last, in 1830 control of theological education was given over to the faculty of divinity (the president and three professors), and the Society for the Promotion of Theological Education dissolved itself. For Norton, though, the victory came too late. After taking a leave of absence for reasons of health in 1828, he resigned from the faculty, to be replaced in 1830 by John Gorham Palfrey, who was also appointed dean. In one of its last acts, the board of directors politely invited Norton to give "the benefit of his instructions" to the divinity students "as far as his other arrangements will allow."'5 Norton declined. For the moment, his connection with the divinity school had came to an end.
II
With Norton sequestered at "Shady Hill," his Cambridge estate, and the issue of faculty governance resolved (temporarily, at least) at the theological school, life at Divinity Hall appeared to settle into a more comfortable routine. Although the school experienced difficulties in the 1830s-shrinking enrollments, a reduced faculty, and growing complaints about the arid curriculum-the life of the mind at Divinity Hall was hardly moribund. The "electric intellectual atmosphere of Boston" and the tolerance of the faculty, Gary L. Collison has shown in convincing detail, encouraged the divinity students to broach ever more dangerous 
Emersonian notions of art and religion than the acerbity of the miracles controversy would lead us to expect."29
In the context of the larger response to the Divinity School Address, ambiguous and complicated as it was, we may most properly appreciate Norton's own "New School in Literature and Religion," surely the most unbridled attack on the constellation of events of 1838. Published in the Advertiser for 27 August, Norton's piece epitomizes the fear of disorder that was sweeping New England by summer's endwhat he called "that restless craving for notoriety and excitement, which, in one way or another, is keeping our community in a perpetual stir." As a recitation of the intellectual ills of the day, his essay is unsurpassed: ignorance, lack of reason, "contempt for good taste," arrogance, and obscure language, laid at the feet of Friedrich Schleiermacher, Victor Cousin, and the "hyper-Germanized Englishman" Thomas Carlyle. This "insurrection of folly" would matter little, Norton contends, except for its "disastrous and alarming" seduction of the young, Emerson's address to the divinity school students being the most "extraordinary and ill boding evidence" of that danger. Though Norton's essay pauses short of a tirade, his anger is evident. Yet it is not directed at Emerson or his address, which gets only one sentence of summary in an essay of some eighteen column inches. Indeed, Norton finds Emerson's opinions "a matter of minor concern"; for him, "the main question is how it happened, that religion has been insulted by the delivery of those opinions in the Chapel of the Divinity College." Certainly the students could not really have and the cure was not to censure Emerson but to hold accountable the students who invited him, the faculty who permitted the invitation, and the Unitarian leaders who refused to lead. Put simply, Norton's "New School" essay privileges responsibility rather than ideas, which are more or less dangerous depending on who says them, who hears them, and where.
Norton's "New School in Literature and Religion" is significant not merely because of its vigor or its immediacy but because it recalls Norton's old complaints about the Unitarian hierarchy's lack of responsibility. In the circumstances surrounding publication of his comments, Norton's quarrel with the denominational press was rejuvenated. While the Christian Examiner offered no response to Emerson until November (it was, after all, a bi-monthly publication), the Christian Register (which had refused to print Norton's 1836 objections to Ripley) reacted with its usual caution. On 29 September an anonymous writer inquired whether Emerson represented the general thinking of Unitarians; Chandler Robbins, the editor and Emerson's successor at the Second Church of Boston, replied in the negative but asserted that Emerson was still "at heart and in life a Christian." Apparently Robbins suffered for his evenhandedness; in the Register for 20 October he responded heatedly to "readers who found cause to complain of us for not always fully chiming with the prevailing tone of censure":
The truth is, we are constitutionally prone to sympathize, perhaps too strongly, with good men who are subjected to the hard discipline of popular reproof. . . . We have sad, sad memories of inquisitors, and bigots, and clamorous crowds, and stakes and crosses, that have haunted us even from our childhood.
Incensed at being associated with witch-hunters, Norton immediately wrote a rebuttal and fired it off for review to his father-in-law, who wisely suggested showing it to Robbins privately, "with a view to your maintaining an elevated position." Norton took the advice but cautioned the young editor to "do me the justice to believe, that I have not been influenced by any personal feeling or improper motive." He made his point: "greatly relieved at the suppression of your article," Bobbins apologized.30
Norton's "New School" essay also calls to mind an issue of longstanding importance to him. At least since the student riot of 1823 and his aborted attempts to change the Harvard governance system in the 1820s, he had been concerned about the proper supervision of students. To be sure, he was not alone in condemning the impropriety of inviting "heretical" speakers to Divinity Hall. Nathan Hale, Jr., fumed in a letter to James Russell Lowell, "As for the Divinities I want to kick every one I see," and Richard Henry Dana, Sr., worried for the fate of the school itself: The title of Norton's essay alludes to both the "German" school of thought and the splintering of Unitarians into old and new schools; but we should not ignore the fact that the "Theological Institution at Cambridge" had indeed become a new school since Norton left it, and in ways he did not like. In 1838, then, he could be forgiven a touch of smugness over the "disgust and strong disapprobation with which [Emerson's address] must have been heard by the highly respectable officers of that Institution," for he had all but predicted that something disastrous would happen unless faculty exercised greater control. Although Norton was as ineffective in mobilizing his denomination then as he had been in the 1820s, he at least had the satisfaction of seeing in the rebellion of the Philanthropic Society, the madness of Jones Very, and the invitation to Ralph Waldo Emerson confirmation that he had been right all along. If henceforth Norton would be unwilling to participate personally in the controversy, his concern continued nonetheless, for now, as he saw it, Germanism had thoroughly worked its evil in New England. The "new party" within Unitarianism, he believed, had Dr. William Ellery Channing at its head and freedom as its watchword:
III
They cover over and countenance and encourage the expression of opinions the most disastrous to the community by those least qualified to be its guides, everything extravagant in language or licentious in speculation, the violences of the abolitionists, the atheism of Kneeland and Emerson, the infidelity of Ripley and Brownson, and the furious jacobinism of the latter. 
